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test your knowledge with amazing and interesting facts trivia quizzes and brain teaser games on mentalfloss the war is 
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101 Super Fun Facts And Amazing Pictures (Featuring The World's Top 10 Sharks): 

0 of 0 review helpful by a 9 year old By Jason R Sure it was because it s relatively short Some interesting fact 
nonetheless Hard getting into non fiction books but not much hassle with this one 1 of 1 review helpful Useful and 
Good By Reader I received this from Library Thing to read and to provide an honest review This is a short book with 
lots of great pictures SHARKS 101 SUPER FUN FACTS AND AMAZING PICTURES FEATURING THE WORLD 
s TOP 10 SHARKS This book depicts the wonder of the world of Sharks in all its glory Children are given a well 
rounded understanding of this beautiful fish its anatomy feeding habits and behavior The following Sharks are featured 
Black Tip Reef Shark Bull Shark Hammerhead Shark Great White Shark Lemon Shark Nurse Shark Whale Shark 
Wobbegong Tiger Shark Leopard shark The description is in the lar 
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